Abstract. An iterative algorithm for the derivation of depth profiles of the minority carrier collection probability in a semiconductor with or without a coating on the top is presented using energy-resolved electron-beam-induced current measurements in planar geometry. The calculation is based on the depth-dose function of Everhart and Hoff (Everhart T E and Hoff P H 1971 J. Appl. Phys. 42 5837) and on the penetration-range function of Kanaya and Okayama (Kanaya K and Okayama S 1972 J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 5 43) or on that of Fitting (Fitting H-J 1974 Phys. Status Solidi a 26 525). It can also be performed with any other depth-dose functions. Using this algorithm does not require us to make any assumptions on the shape of the collection profile within the depth of interest. The influence of an absorbing top contact and/or a limited thickness of the semiconductor layer appear in the result, but can also be taken explicitly into account. Examples using silicon and CIS solar cells as well as a GaAs LED are presented. M This article features multimedia enhancements available from the abstract page in the online journal; see www.iop.org.
Introduction
The well known fact that the penetration depth of the electron beam in a specimen depends on the acceleration voltage E b [1] makes a depth-resolved evaluation of the probability of the minority carrier collection possible. A commonly used normalized analytical empirical expression for the depthdose function λ(X ) was given by Everhart and Hoff [1] , describing the number of minority carriers generated at a certain depth X : λ(X ) = 0.6 + 6.21X − 12.4X 2 + 5.69X 3 .
Equation (1) was fitted to atomic numbers Z in the range of 10-15 [1] . Meanwhile it is an accepted standard for a wider range of materials. The depth X is given here in units of the penetration range R e , which strongly depends on the material properties. Several expressions have been published for R e [1] [2] [3] . The expression of Kanaya and Okayama [2] will be used in the following:
where ρ is the density in g cm −3 , A is the atomic weight and Z is the atomic number. Alternatively, another expression of Fitting [3] can be used. The energy needed to create one electron-hole pair E i depends on the semiconductor material and is for Si, for example, 3.6 eV and for GaAs 4.6 eV. A rough general approximation for E i is given by Grünbaum et al [4] : E i = 2.1E g + 1.3(eV),
where E g is the energy bandgap of the material. Thus, for a primary beam current of J b and an electron backscatter coefficient η, the depth-dose function in units of generated minority carriers per unit depth x yields
with e being the electron charge. According to Donolato [5] the EBIC signal can be expressed as the depth integral of the product of the depth-dose function multiplied by the depthdependent collection probability, F(x):
Since under low-injection conditions both I EBIC and g(x, E b ) are proportional to the beam current, the EBIC gain is defined as the ratio of the EBIC signal (5) to the beam current. This ratio describes how many electrons of the external current are collected on average due to one primary beam electron. The collection probability F(x) can be derived from the relevant boundary conditions and from the diffusion and recombination in the material, which may both be depth dependent. Equation (5) is a particular case of a linear integral equation of the first kind. It cannot be solved analytically, hence measuring I EBIC (E b ) does not allow us to conclude F(x) in a simple way. Therefore, for evaluating energy-dependent EBIC investigations, in the past certain assumptions about the shape of F(x) had to be made [6, 7] . In contact materials, F(x) is set to zero, and in a space-charge layer F(x) = 1 is usually assumed, since recombination can be neglected. The simplest approximation for the bulk material below a space-charge layer is to assume infinite bulk thickness and homogeneous diffusion and recombination properties. Solving the minority-carrier diffusion equation with these boundary conditions leads to an F(x) which exponentially decays with the characteristic minority carrier diffusion length L d [6] . Under these assumptions I EBIC (E b ) can easily be calculated according to (5) for different values of L d and can be compared to the measured dependence. The value of L d leading to the best fit between the measured and the calculated EBIC signal is taken as the diffusion length 'measured' by EBIC depth profiling [6] . In this paper an iterative numerical algorithm to solve (5) is presented. This algorithm allows us to calculate the collection-probability function F(x) within a certain depth region directly from an experimentally measured data set of I EBIC (E b ), provided that the depth-dose function g(x) is known for each E b . In our experimental examples we have used g(x) from the approximations in (1)-(4), but, generally speaking, the algorithm should work for any other g(x). As will be shown below, no assumptions about the shape of F(x) within the depth of interest are made. Hence, the diffusion length may be depth dependent and one or even several space-charge regions may be at any depth in the range of interest. Only for the region below the range of interest is a constant diffusion length assumed as a boundary condition. Moreover, a linear behaviour of the EBIC process is assumed throughout this paper, hence all EBIC measurements have to be carried out under low-injection conditions. This can easily be checked by ensuring that the EBIC gain is independent of the beam current.
Note, however, that knowing F(x) in a certain region does not yet mean a complete understanding of the diffusion and recombination processes within this region. Of course, from the maximum of F(x) the position of the collecting barrier can be derived, and if the shape of the collection probability function is exponential, a region of a constant diffusion length can be assumed. Apart from the generally unknown influence of the material properties below the investigated region, an arbitrary shaped collection probability has to be interpreted as the solution of the minority carrier diffusion equation for a certain diffusion length depth profile. However, this is beyond the scope of this publication.
Algorithm
In order to determine the collection probability profile of a laterally homogeneous sample, an EBIC measurement in a planar configuration should be performed. The acceleration voltages should be in the range from those causing no EBIC signal (due to an absorbing top layer or a low lifetime of the carriers at the surface) to a certain maximum acceleration voltage, at which the penetration range R e is at least twice the depth range of interest. The iterative procedure to derive the collection probability function F(x) from the EBIC gain function I EBIC (E b ) proceeds as follows. One starts with a first approximation of the collection probability function F 1 (x), being, e.g., constant F 1 (x) = 0.1 across the whole depth of interest in the semiconductor. This function allows us to calculate the first approximation of I EBIC1 (E b ) according to (1)- (5), which generally differs from the measured I EBIC (E b ). The basic idea is that, though I EBIC (E b ) for each E b depends on the whole collection probability function F(x) from x = 0 to x = R e (E b ), the difference between the measured and the calculated I EBIC of each E b is used to correct F(x) only at a certain single depth position x corr (E b ):
Here c is a so-called loop gain factor, which influences the speed of the iteration convergence. This factor should be, however, chosen small enough for the procedure not to oscillate. With a well suited x corr (E b ) one can expect that, after (1) has been applied to each E b , the resulting second approximation F 2 (x) has become somewhat closer to the real collection function. Therefore, this procedure has to be repeated many times, as figure 1 schematically shows. The increasing accuracy of the approximated F n (x) can be checked by a decreasing difference of the calculated EBIC gain function I EBICn (E b ) from the measured one. If the calculated I EBICn (E b ) is sufficiently close to the measured one, according to (6) all correction values become negligible, hence the process has reached its stable final state. Tests have shown that with the generation function (4) the algorithm converges best if the correction takes place at x corr = 0.46R e for the EBIC acceleration voltage according to (2) . Hence, the depth range of interest, where (2) . However, it is important to know the part of the collection function deeper than 0.46R e max , since otherwise the correct calculation of the integral (5) is not possible for higher acceleration voltages. To overcome this problem, the collection probability below the depth of maximum generation for the maximum acceleration voltage is assumed to continue to decrease exponentially with a given diffusion length. This is equivalent to the boundary condition of a semiconductor material of homogeneous diffusion length below the region of interest. This diffusion length has to be guessed prior to the calculation. It can be optimized by minimizing the average standard deviation between the simulated EBIC gain and the measured one, as will be demonstrated below. If the sample under investigation is a thin semiconductor layer, F(x) will approach zero outside this layer and will not depend on the value of the chosen diffusion length.
One can apply a positive constraint for the collection probability by setting all appearing negative values of F n (x) to zero after each iteration, if the collection function is known to be positive in the whole structure. Applying the positive constraint, when adequate, helps to reduce noise. The iterations are repeated until the standard deviation between the simulated and the measured EBIC functions is sufficiently small. The average standard deviation is calculated after each step and usually converges to 1-10%, depending on the accuracy of the measurement, after 10, . . . , 30 iterations.
Note that this process, as also known for deconvolution procedures, reacts sensitively to any noise in the primary data. Hence, owing to the limited accuracy of the measured values, the results will contain a certain statistical noise component, which must not be interpreted as a real fluctuation of the collection probability. To minimize this statistical noise, the EBIC data have to be measured as accurately as possible, e.g. by using a larger beam current and defocusing the beam to avoid high-injection conditions, or by using lockin EBIC. Note also that in many cases it is advisable to stop the iterations before the minimum deviation between the simulated and the experimental EBIC gain function is reached. The reason is that at the beginning the process establishes a general agreement, and in its final state it mostly tries to fit the statistical noise component.
If a structure under investigation has a top contact of a certain thickness or any other cap layer, the algorithm will resolve a region with no collection near the surface. However, the ability of the contact material to allow electrons through may significantly differ from that of the semiconductor. To account for this artifact and to improve the accuracy of the calculation, a known zero collection probability in the contact region can be introduced. Then a new scaling of the depth coordinate has to be made regarding the different penetration range coefficient for the contact material according to (2) . Moreover, a finite depth of the semiconductor material can be considered. Within the contact material and below the semiconductor layer the collection function is then always set to zero, and the iteration process concentrates only on the semiconductor material.
This algorithm was implemented within software called 'EbicDec' (EBIC deconvolution) running under Windows 95/98/2000/NT. The input data I EBIC (E b ) are imported as a two-column ASCII table, and the result F(x) appears also in an ASCII table. The graphic user interface shows the measured and the simulated EBIC data in one graph and the collection probability function in another one and thus allows us to judge the iteration process from step to step. The boundary parameters (top layer thickness and density, semiconductor layer thickness, bottom layer diffusion length) can be set, and the average standard deviation is calculated and displayed after each iteration step automatically. A fully functional freeware version of this program is available from the authors. †
Experiment
EBIC measurements were performed using a JSM 6400 (JEOL) electron scanning microscope having acceleration voltages up to 40 kV in steps of 0.1-1 kV. A built-in Faraday cup together with a Keithley 480 picoammeter allows us to carry out beam current measurements. The beam was always defocused prior to the measurements to ensure a low injection level. Several test structures were studied: a multicrystalline silicon solar cell without antireflection coating, a monocrystalline silicon solar cell with an antireflection coating, a GaAs LED (light emitting diode) Zn doped by diffusion and a CISCuT (Cu-In-S on Cu tape) solar cell absorber [8] with a built-in p-n junction. In order to contact the CISCuT absorber, a 40 nm copper film was deposited on top of the absorber by evaporation.
Results and discussion
The scatter graph in figure 2(a) shows the measured EBIC gain as a function of the acceleration voltage of the multicrystalline silicon solar cell without antireflection coating. The beam current amounted to about 40 nA. Due to the defocus, this current level does not lead to a high injection condition as verified by the linear dependence of the EBIC signal on I b . A collection probability profile derived from it is shown in figure 2(b) , and the EBIC gain calculated from this collection profile is given as the curve in figure 2(a) . The collection probability is close to unity for the whole investigated depth except for the surface, which accounts for a large diffusion length in the material. The fluctuations within the depth of the material are mostly due to statistical noise. The decay of the collection on the surface corresponds to a known fact that the highly doped emitter layer shows a high recombination probability (dead surface layer). The diffusion length in the bulk material is too large to cause a visible slope of the profile. From the comparison of figures 2(a) and (b) it is evident that the algorithm increases the signal-to-noise ratio significantly, so the accuracy of the measurement is very important.
A similar profile, obtained for the monocrystalline silicon solar cell using beam currents of about 30 nA, is shown in figure 3 . A region with a thickness equivalent to about 150 nm of silicon shows no collection. This is obviously the influence of the antireflection coating on the top of the cell, which consists of a transparent insulating TiO 2 film of about 100 nm thickness. Since the properties of TiO 2 with respect to the penetration of electrons differ from those of silicon, this TiO 2 film is equivalent to about 180 nm of silicon. For the simulations of figures 2 and 3 a bulk diffusion length of 400 µm is assumed. However, these results do not vary significantly when choosing any value of the bulk diffusion length above 30 µm. † Multimedia enhancements are available from the article's abstract page in the online journal; see www.iop.org. Figure 4(a) shows the measured and simulated EBIC gain as a function of the acceleration voltage for the GaAs LED. The beam current was set to about 3 nA. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding collection probability profile, calculated according to the algorithm. For the calculation, a diffusion length of 1.68 µm in the substrate was used, corresponding to the minimum average standard deviation of the EBIC gain curves. The average standard deviation as a function of the bulk diffusion length is shown in figure 5 . As follows from the collection profile in figure 4(b) , the space-charge region should be located at a depth between 1.5 and 2.5 µm. If instead of the function of Kanaya and Okayama [2] that of Fitting [3] is used, the maximum collection probability is in the range between 0.8 and 1.5 µm. An EBIC investigation carried out at E b = 5 kV at the cleaved edge of this sample has revealed that the p-n junction is at a depth of 1.4 ± 0.2 µm. This result agrees best with that of the energy-dependent EBIC depth profiling using the formula of Fitting [3] . The residual difference in the p-n junction depth may be due to the inaccuracy of (2) in the case of GaAs. The collection probability decreases rapidly on both sides of the space-charge region, which can be explained by a short diffusion length of the minority carriers in the material with a direct bandgap. An exponential fit of the collection probability below the space-charge region is shown in figure 4(b) . The diffusion length near the space-charge region is estimated to be 1.22 µm, which only slightly differs from the position of the minimum in figure 5 . Obviously, the diffusion length immediately below the p-n junction is somewhat lower than that in the deeper region. On the top of the sample, a dead layer of about 0.3 µm appears. One can apply a model for the calculation of the collection probability between an interface and a space-charge region, described in [6] , assuming a recombination velocity of infinity at the interface to the dead layer. The dotted curve in figure 4(b) above the space-charge region was calculated assuming no other parameters and using the diffusion length calculated above.
Results of the investigation of a CISCuT solar cell are shown in figure 6 . Also here, during the measurements of the EBIC gain figure 6(a) , the electron beam was defocused to preserve the low-injection condition at a beam current up to 5 nA. External biases of −0.15 V, 0 V, and +0.15 V were applied. The EBIC was measured as a difference of the external current at the corresponding bias with and without the electron beam. As shown in [9] CISCuT solar cells consist of several layers and have a thickness of the absorber of about 1.5 µm. Indeed, no collection can be observed in figure 6(b) below 1.8 µm depth. The maximum of the collection probability is observed closer to the surface at a depth of about 0.3-0.4 µm. At a depth of about 250 nm from the sample surface, a dip of the collection probability occurs, which may be attributed to the recombination activity of the defect states of an interface between two layers of the specimen. The expected position of the interface according to TEM measurements in [9] is 180 nm from the surface of the absorber plus 40 nm of the contact thickness. Applying an external bias should influence the width of the space-charge region and therefore also the position of the lower doped edge of the space-charge region. Indeed, a small shift of the bottom edge of the collection region with the applied voltage can be observed in figure 6 (b), corresponding to a wider spacecharge region at the reverse bias, confirming the expected behaviour at least qualitatively. This evaluation of a layered structure is, however, only an approximate treatment, since deviations of the generation function in this inhomogeneous layered structure are not considered here.
Conclusion
An algorithm was developed to obtain collection probability profiles in a semiconductor with and without a coating on the top from energy-dependent EBIC measurements. Examples show that the EbicDec software, developed on the basis of this algorithm, is able to perform the determination of the minority-carrier-collection probability in various types of semiconductor device without the need to make a priori assumptions about the shape of the profile, except about its decay in the substrate. An independent check of the depth of a p-n junction by EBIC on a cleaved edge has proven the accuracy of the procedure. A similar task for external depth profiling of the quantum efficiency for cathodoluminescence measurements is possible in principle. However, due to the wavelength-dependent and, generally, depth-dependent self-absorption of the light, the evaluation of such profiles may be not as straightforward. For simulations in layered structures an external generation function should rather be used, as done in [4, 10] . The described algorithm provides an excellent quality of the theoretical fit to experimental EBIC gain functions. It tends, however, to significantly amplify the noise. This behaviour is a general feature of any deconvolution procedure.
